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Abstract - Equipment condition monitoring plays a crucial role in the overall integrity of the 

power system. As a result, utilities invest significant time and finances into equipment 

monitoring and maintenance in order to anticipate failures or accelerated aging in power 

equipment. Such monitoring includes regular insulation condition tests for switching devices, 

reactors, power transformers,  generator windings and so on. In general, many of the 

indicators of equipment condition are imprecise and/or unreliable.  Engineers must have 

considerable experience with a particular test before that test becomes useful. Several  

utilities have developed expert systems   to codify this experience and improve knowledge of 

the breakdown process.  

 This work emphasizes the uncertainty modeling of diagnostic problems. Fuzzy 

information methods are employed to represent quantitatively the diagnostic capability of a 

system. Further, several methods are discussed for extracting information from test data and 

evaluating system performance.  This research proposes that systematic representation of 

uncertainty can lead to significant improvements in diagnostic capability.  

 

Keywords - Artificial neural nets, equipment diagnostics, fuzzy sets, fuzzy information 

theory, information measures, machine learning, maintenance, transformer diagnostics. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Power system security depends on properly functioning and maintained equipment.  An 

understanding of the failure mechanisms and expected lifetimes of equipment is needed for 

both operations and planning.  In recent years, utilities have begun to focus more attention 

on the costs and importance of diagnostic and maintenance practices as evidenced, for 

example, by the interest in reliability centered maintenance (RCM).  There have also been 

several attempts at developing software tools.  Diagnosis and maintenance tend to be 

experience based skills so that these efforts have focused on expert system developments, 

see [1,2].  There have also been efforts aimed at model-based reasoning approaches, e.g. 

[3]. While a number of these systems have been quite successful and are in regular use, a 

further understanding of knowledge representation and uncertainty is needed.  In this study, 

a theoretical framework is explored which complements the expert system approach with 

analytical techniques based on fuzzy mathematics.  The objective of this framework is both 

to simplify the software design and to improve performance of a diagnostic system operating 

under the uncertainty inherent in realistic data. 

 Imprecision is inherent to any complex diagnostic problem.  That is, rarely is there a 

single observation or measurement which definitively indicates impending failure.  

Experience with a piece of equipment or diagnostic technique is necessary to overcome this 

imprecision and perform effective diagnosis.  In the power system, this uncertainty is 

concerned with variations in aging mechanisms, incomplete understanding of different 

stresses (electrical, chemical and temperature), incomplete data on the stresses and limits in 

measurements of incipient failures.  Thus, many of the diagnostic expert systems developed 

within power systems have had to model uncertainty in the reasoning process.  Modeling 

uncertainty in expert systems focuses on representations which are meaningful to experts, 
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allows propagation of uncertainties along extended chains of reasoning, and eases 

implementation of large knowledge bases. 

 Several techniques for representing uncertainty in expert systems have been 

proposed in the AI literature including Bayesian analysis and certainty measures [4].  For the 

most part, these techniques are ad-hoc methods that emphasize simplifying coding of the 

uncertainty.  This work begins from a fundamental model of uncertainty based on fuzzy 

mathematics and leads to a rule-based representation for expert system development.  

Techniques are developed which show the most effective method for extracting information 

from an observation and suggest actions to take which will lead to the most coherent 

conclusion.  Fuzzy mathematics applications within power systems have been proposed in 

several areas, see [5].  In particular, there have been several applications  to transformer 

diagnosis of fuzzy set methods. In [6,7], fuzzy logic is used to implement dissolved gas 

analysis methods. An acoustic technique for finding partial discharges applied fuzzy logic to 

representation of uncertainties [8]. The techniques developed in this chapter have also been 

applied to transformer diagnostics and condition monitoring [9-11] and thus, examples in 

this chapter will focus on this problem. 

 This chapter is organized as follows. The diagnostic framework is discussed and 

requirements for a model of uncertainty are presented.  An introduction to fuzzy 

mathematics with emphasis on the lesser known fuzzy information aspects is then given. 

Several detailed examples show the usefulness of the proposed technique. Implementation 

and representation issues are discussed.  Learning methods and performance improvement of 

a diagnostic expert system are explored. A method for performance evaluation and 

improvement is proposed within the developed fuzzy set framework.  Some directions for 

further research are discussed. 
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2. EXPERT SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT DIAGNOSTICS 

 

The condition of power system equipment is fundamental to the secure operation of the 

power system. This hardware includes: cables, generators, insulators, protection devices, 

switch gear and transformers.  The life of electrical equipment is primarily determined by the 

insulation [12].  As a result, utilities invest significant time and finances into assessing 

insulation condition and anticipating failures or accelerated aging.  Assessment of insulation 

condition varies from the informal, e.g., visual inspection of transmission line insulators, to 

the sophisticated, e.g., acoustic measurements for detection of partial discharges in power 

transformers.  Despite advances in understanding aging mechanisms, it can be said that there 

are many good indicators of aging or impending failure but few definitive tests.  The focus 

of this section is to identify the features of an expert system that are needed for effective 

representation of equipment monitoring and diagnostics.   

 To begin, consider the widely used chemical test for power transformers of insulating 

oil called dissolved gas analysis (DGA). (Note, the examples in this chapter will refer to 

transformer diagnostics in order to clarify the developed approach.  This is merely 

convenience as the authors are most familiar with this type of analysis; the developed 

framework is general.)  In DGA, relative concentrations of several hydrocarbons and other 

gases are measured. High concentrations of certain gases are indicative of fault conditions. 

The relative gas concentrations give an indication of the fault type [13]. DGA is typical of 

equipment diagnostic methods in several ways. First, it requires a broad assessment of 

several external influences.  Specifically, complete analysis requires a history of the 

transformer loading,  knowledge of fault currents experienced by the transformer, a trend 

analysis of previous DGA tests on this transformer and an understanding of similarly 

manufactured transformers.  Much of this information is approximate and some may not be 
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available at all.  Further, DGA results in several pieces of information which may or may not 

be consistent.  For example, a high concentration of one gas may be ignored if other gas 

concentrations do not indicate a fault developing.  Finally, this diagnostic test may be 

supplemented with other tests, e.g., an analysis of insulation paper based on furfural levels.  

 It is important to note that most diagnostic tests have a particular focus.  For 

example, acoustic tests are directed at detecting partial discharges while DGA is broader and 

can find indications of either thermal or electrical breakdowns.  The key point in the above is 

that tests provide information in different forms, operate on different subsets of the universe 

and have inherent uncertainties.   

  

2.1 Representing diagnostic information 

In this work, a standard rule-base of IF-THEN relations is implemented.  Each relation 

relates the results of a specific diagnostic test and the conclusions of an expert based on that 

test. It is desired that for these relations, the following holds: 

1. Any single missing piece of data or error in any single relation will not invalidate the 

analysis (although it could easily reduce the accuracy of the final result).  

2. Every relation and uncertainty value can be found individually. 

3. Uncertainty values can be propagated locally.  That is, the uncertainty values can be 

updated based on sequential evaluation of the rules.  This is not intended to restrict 

global algorithms for distributing evidence but to constrain the complexity of the 

calculations.  

 

 The first assumption can be viewed similar to error tolerance conditions for detecting 

bad measurements in state estimation.  The assumption is of particular importance here 

because of the possibility of large errors in the measurements and/or relations. The last two 
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assumptions ensure that inputting knowledge to the system can be done incrementally.  

Development and testing of large knowledge bases requires that there are not strong 

interdependencies among rules so incremental improvements can be made.  Notice, this 

disallows the use of conditional probabilities since each probability cannot be determined 

independently.   

 Each rule represents one or more tests and relates these tests to equipment 

condition, that is,  

  IF measurement is A THEN equipment condition is B  

It will be useful to specify the importance or necessity of this measurement as well so that 

the rule structure becomes, 

  IF measurement is A THEN equipment condition is B  

  AND measurement is necessary to degree C in order to reach conclusion 

For example in DGA, 

  IF the methane (CH4) concentration in the transformer oil is high  

  THEN this is indicative of either low energy discharge or local overheating  

  AND the presence of methane is somewhat important to conclude this  

 

 Condition B may also be some intermediary value which is propagated to other rules.  

Thus, the following information is represented in each rule: 

1. Relevant measurement (e.g., gas concentration, degree of polymerization of 

insulation paper, oil moisture content, etc.) and indicated equipment condition. 

2. Acceptable range for the measured quantity which includes any uncertainty 

associated with this measurement or acceptable range. 

3. Importance of the measurement in determining the condition of the equipment. 
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 Diagnostic knowledge may be represented by a large number of these rules so that 

the overall uncertainty must be calculated to reach a conclusion.  As in any rule-based 

system, the rules are chained together by what is called the inference engine.  In this work, 

the important consideration of the inference engine is the methods by which the uncertainties 

are propagated among rules in the reasoning process.   

 Finally, it should be noted that many tests require pre-filtering or other numerical 

computations.  These have not been overlooked but are represented here as part of the 

measurement.  The following section presents the developed technique within the above 

desired constraints. 

 

3. THE FUZZY INFORMATION APPROACH 

 

As the basics of fuzzy sets are widely available, only a fairly brief review is given in the 

following.  Less well-known are the methodologies associated with fuzzy measures and 

fuzzy information theory.  These areas will be developed more fully to highlight the 

application of these techniques to diagnostic problems.  Several examples are given in the 

following section to clarify the application of these techniques and design issues.  More 

extensive treatment of fuzzy mathematics can be found in [14,15]. 

 

3.1 Fundamentals of fuzzy logic 

Each element of a fuzzy set is an ordered pair containing a set element and the degree of 

membership in the fuzzy set. A higher membership value can be said to indicate that an  

element more closely matches the characteristic feature of the set.  For fuzzy set A: 

   
A x x xA= ∈{( , ( )) }µ Χ      (1) 
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where Χ  is the universe, µ A x( )  represents the membership function and µ: [ , ]Χ → 0 1 . For 

example, one could define a membership function for the set of numbers much less than 100 

as follows: 

µ<< =
+

100 2

1

1
100

( )x
x

 

Typically, the following definitions of  fundamental logical operations (intersection, union 

and complement) on sets are used:  
 

µ µ µA B x A x B x∩ =( ) min( ( ), ( ))     (2) 

 
µ µ µA B x A x B x∪ =( ) max( ( ), ( ))     (3) 

 
µ µ

A
x A x( ) ( )= −1       (4)  

 

 The above operators satisfy certain desired properties. For example, if set 

containment is defined as A B x xA B⊆ ∀ ∈ ≤ if  x X  µ µ( ) ( ), then the following always holds 

A A B⊆ ∪  and A B A∩ ⊆ .  Depending on the application, other operators from within the 

triangular norm and co-norm classes may be more appropriate than the above minimum and 

maximum functions [16].  For example, the framework of Dombi [17] is used in this work. 

Specifically:  

µ

µ
λ

µ
λ λ

A B x

A x B x

∩ =

+ − + −

( )

((
( )

) (
( )

) )

1

1
1

1
1

1

1
    (5) 

 

with λ ≥ 1.  Increasing the parameter λ will increase the emphasis on the smaller 

membership value.  One can define the union operation by allowing λ ≤ -1.  Notice as  

λ → ∞, (5) approaches either (2) or (3) and in practice, values of λ larger than two or three 

renders this form essentially equivalent to minimum and maximum 
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 Finally where it is useful to generate a crisp (non-fuzzy) set from a fuzzy set, one can 

define an α-cut as: 

A x A xα µ α= ≥{ ( ) }      (6) 

so that Aα  is a crisp set containing all elements of the fuzzy set A which have at least a 

membership degree of α. 
 
 
3.2 Fundamentals of fuzzy measures 

In assessment of a system state, uncertainty will arise either from the measurement or from 

incomplete knowledge of  the system.  This type of uncertainty is most often modeled as 

random noise and managed with probability methods. Fuzzy measures are introduced here as 

a generalization of probability measures such that the additivity restriction is removed. 

Specifically, a fuzzy measure G is defined over the power set of the universe Χ  (designated 

as P ( )Χ ): 

G: ( ) [ , ]P Χ → 0 1  

with: 

• G G( ) ( )φ = =0 1 and Χ . (Boundary conditions) 

• ∀ ∈ ⊆ ≤A B A B G A G B, ( ) ( ) ( )  if  then P Χ . (Monotonicity) 

• For any sequence A A An1 2⊆ ⊆ ⊆   ...  then lim ( ) (lim )
i

i
i

iG A G A
→∞ →∞

= . (Continuity) 

where φ  is the empty set. 

 There are three particularly interesting cases with this definition of a fuzzy measure: 

probability, belief (a lower bound of the probability) and plausibility (an upper bound of the 

probability). If the following additivity condition is satisfied then G is a probability measure, 

represented by P: 

P A P A P A A P A A A
i

n

i i
i

n

i

n

i j
j i

n
n

n( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
= = = = +

∪ ∑ ∑ ∑= − ∩ + + − ∩ ∩ ∩
1 1 1 1

1 21 ...   ...   (7) 
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 If this equality is replaced by (8) below, then G is called a belief measure and 

represented by Bel:  

Bel A Bel A Bel A A Bel A A A
i

n

i i
i

n

i

n

i j
j i

n
n

n( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
= = = = +

∪ ∑ ∑ ∑≥ − ∩ + + − ∩ ∩ ∩
1 1 1 1

1 21 ...   ...   (8) 

and finally a plausibility measure results if the following holds instead of (7) or (8):  

Pl A Pl A Pl A A Pl A A A
i

n

i i
i

n

i

n

i j
j i

n
n

n( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
= = = = +

∩ ∑ ∑ ∑≤ − ∪ + + − ∪ ∪ ∪
1 1 1 1

1 21 ...   ...     (9) 

It can be shown that this leads to the following relation for plausibility and belief measures:  

Bel A Pl A( ) ( )+ = 1      (10) 

and finally it is useful to summarize these expressions in the following way, ∀ ∈A Χ: 

• Bel A Bel A( ) ( )+ ≤ 1  

• Pl A Pl A( ) ( )+ ≥ 1  

• P A P A( ) ( )+ = 1     

• Pl A P A Bel A( ) ( ) ( )≥ ≥   

 These expressions and consideration of the forms in (9) and (10) lead to the 

interpretation of belief representing supportive evidence and plausibility representing non-

supportive evidence. This is best illustrated by considering the state descriptions for each of 

the measures when nothing is known about the system (the state of total ignorance).  A 

plausibility measure would be one for all non-empty sets; and belief would be zero for all 

sets excepting the universe Χ .  Conversely, it would be typical in probability to assume a 

uniform distribution so that all states were equally likely.  Thus, an important difference in 

the use of fuzzy measures is in terms of representing what is unknown.  The use of the 

above structure in this work focuses on incrementally finding a solution to a problem by 

initially assuming all equipment states are possible (plausibility measure of one) but no 

specific state can be assumed (belief measure of zero). That is, one begins from the state of 

ignorance. As evidence is gathered during diagnosis,  supportive evidence will increase the 
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belief values of certain events and non-supportive evidence will decrease the plausibility of 

other events. Mathematically, of course, supportive evidence is equivalent to non-supportive 

evidence on the complement and the distinction does not need to be made. Still, this 

description provides a natural way of representing tests which are geared either towards 

supporting or refuting specific hypotheses.  

 

3.3 Bodies of evidence and information measures  

The fuzzy sets and measures framework defined above provides the fundamentals for 

representing uncertainty.  To reach decisions and use the representative powers of fuzzy sets 

requires further manipulative techniques to extract information and apply knowledge to the 

data. In this subsection, a generalized framework called a body of evidence is defined to 

provide a common representation for information.  Evidence will be gathered and 

represented in terms of fuzzy relations (sets) and fuzzy measures and then translated to the 

body of evidence framework. Techniques will be employed to extract the most reliable 

information from the evidence. Let the body of evidence be represented as: 

m: ( ) [ , ]P Χ → 0 1  

with: 

• m( )φ = 0 . (Boundary condition) 
• m A

A

( )

( )∈
∑ =
P Χ

1. (Additivity) 

 

It is important to emphasize that m A( )  is not a measure but rather can be used to generate a 

measure or conversely, to be generated from a measure.  A specific basic assignment over  

P ( )Χ   is often referred to as a body of evidence. Based on the above axioms, it can be 

shown [14] that: 
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Bel A m B
B A

( ) ( )=
⊆
∑       (11) 

Pl A m B
B A

( ) ( )=
∩ ≠
∑

φ

      (12) 

and conversely that: 

m A
A B

B A
Bel A( ) ( ) ( )= − −

⊆
∑ 1    (13) 

where    ⋅ is set cardinality.  These equations show us another view of belief and 

plausibility. Belief measures the evidence that can completely (from the set containment) 

explain a hypothesis. Plausibility measures the evidence tha can at least partially (from the 

non-empty intersection) explain a hypothesis.  In many cases, one wants to combine 

information from independent sources. Evidence can be "weighted" by the degree of 

certainty among bodies of evidence. Such an approach leads to the Dempster rule of 

combination where given two independent bodies of evidence m1 and m2  and a set A ≠ φ:  

m A

m B m C

K
B C A

1 2

1 2

1, ( )

( ) ( )

=

⋅

−
∩ =
∑

    (14) 

where:  
K m B m C

B C

= ⋅
∩ =
∑ 1 2( ) ( )

φ

     (15) 

The factor K ensures that the resulting body of evidence is normalized in case there exists 

evidence which is unreconcilable (evidence on mutually exclusive sets).   

 It is reasonable to assume that certain bodies of evidences provide greater clarity of 

information than others.  In order to assess the quality of information in a body of evidence 

several entropy-like calculations are used. These assessments will be used to characterize the 

degree of conflicting evidence as well as the specificity of evidence.  For example, they can 

be used to determine the amount of information gain obtained from an observation. Define: 

• Confusion 
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C m m A Bel A
m A

( ) ( ) log ( )

( )

= −
≠

∑
0

    (16) 

• Dissonance 
E m m A Pl A

m A

( ) ( ) log ( )

( )

= −
≠

∑
0

    (17) 

• Vagueness 
V m m A A

m A

( ) ( ) log

( )

=
≠

∑
0

     (18) 

  

These measures provide an assessment of the quality of information in the basic assignment.  

Furthermore, they are useful in informing the user of the quality of the conclusion obtained 

by analysis.  

 

4. AN EXTENDED EXAMPLE  

 

It is often difficult to understand the relationship between the fuzzy mathematics and the 

implementation of a useful expert system.  In this section, several points are highlighted 

through the use of an extended example. This example represents a simplified version of the 

transformer diagnostic and monitoring system implemented in [9-11].  Some caution is in 

order in that the examples have been simplified to the degree they no longer fully represent 

the actual physical situation. Further, the emphasis in this chapter is on the manipulation of 

fuzzy membership values without providing justification for the values. Justification of the 

fuzzy values is taken up more carefully in the next section. The reader interested in further 

discussion on the transformer diagnostic techniques should refer to [2-3,6-11].  
 

Example 4.1:  Computing Belief and Plausibility 
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 Let the possible conclusions (set elements) which the expert system can reach for the 

transformer condition be: 

 
X1:  The transformer has an electrical fault. 
X2:  The transformer has a thermal fault. 
X3:  The transformer paper insulation has significantly aged. 
X4:  The transformer is operating normally. 

 X = {X1,X2,X3,X4}  

 Assume an engineer wishes to determine the problem with the transformer by 

entering data from several tests as evidence.  Evidence values are given for three tests in 

Table 4.1. 

  

 

Test 1 - DGA  Test 2 - Frequency response  Test 3 - Visual inspection 

m1({X1,X2})=0.4 m2({X1})=0.3 m3({X1,X2,X3})=0.4 

m1({X2,X3})=0.3 m2({X2,X3})=0.2 m3(X1,X3)=0.2 

m1({X4})=0.1 m2({X1,X2,X4})=0.2 m3({X4})=0.2 

m1(X)=0.2 m2({X3})=0.15 m3(X)=0.2 

 m2(X)=0.15  
 

Table 4.1: Basic assignment for example 4.1 

 

 Using the above data, the corresponding belief and plausibility values can be 

computed from (11) and (12), as follows: 

 

Test 1: Belief and Plausibility values 

Bel({X1,X2}) = m1({X1,X2}) = 0.4 
Bel({X2,X3}) = m1({X2,X3}) = 0.3 
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Bel({X4) =  m1({X4}) = 0.1 

Pl({X1,X2}) = m1({X1,X2}) + m1({X2,X3}) +  m1(X) = 0.9 
Pl({X2,X3}) = m1({X1,X2})+m1({X2,X3})+m1(X) = 0.9 
Pl({X4}) = m1({X4})+m1(X) = 0.3 

Test 2: Belief and Plausibility values 

Bel({X1}) = m2({X1})= 0.3 
Bel({X2,X3}) = m2({X3}) + m2({X2,X3}) = 0.35 
Bel({X1,X2,X4}) = m2({X1}) + m2({X1,X2,X4}) = 0.5 
Bel({X3}) = m2({X3}) = 0.15 

Pl({X1}) = m2({X1}) + m2({X1,X2,X4}) + m2(X) = 0.65 
Pl({X2,X3}) = m2({X2,X3}) + m2({X1,X2,X4}) + m2({X3}) + m2(X) = 0.7 
Pl({X1,X2,X4}) = m2({X1}) + m2({X2,X3}) + m2({X1,X2,X4}) + m2(X) = 0.85 
Pl({X3}) = m2({X2,X3}) + m2({X3}) + m2(X) = 0.5 

Test 3: Belief and Plausibility values 

Bel({X1,X2,X3}) = m3({X1,X2,X3}) + m3({X1,X3}) = 0.6 
Bel({X1,X3}) = m3({X1,X3}) = 0.2 
Bel({X4}) = m3({X4}) = 0.2 

Pl({X1,X2,X3}) = m3({X1,X2,X3}) + m3({X1,X3}) + m3(X) = 0.8 
Pl({X1,X3}) = m3({X1,X2,X3}) + m3({X1,X3}) + m3(X) = 0.8 
Pl({X4}) = m3({X4}) + m3(X) = 0.2 

 
 
Interpreting belief and plausibility values 

 The belief and plausibility values between tests can be compared.  The higher the 

number computed for a belief or plausibility on an observation, the more confidence in the 

truth of that observation; however, unlike probability values fuzzy measures do not give 

predictions of frequency of occurrence (a 0.50 value for belief does not express that in 10 

similar situations one expects this event will occur 5 times).  Still, the relative sizes of the 

fuzzy measures can be used to express the relative likelihood. These three tests have been 

chosen to show that there is no clear indication of fault-type based on any individual test, 

although there appears to be strong evidence that a fault exists. 
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Example 4.2:  Combining evidence with Dempster-Shafer theory 

 In the above example, there is conflicting evidence between the tests, e.g., compare 

m(X4) of test 1 and test 3. Further, there is an incompleteness to the tests. Notice none of 

the tests assign evidence values to X2 (a thermal fault) which means that Bel(X2) = 0 in all 

cases.   In order to resolve these problems and allow a single coherent conclusion, 

Dempster-Shafer theory is used to combine the bodies of evidence.  Using equations (14) 

and (15) with the data from the previous example, the combined evidence values between 

tests can be found as follows:   
 
 (i) First compute the K value for tests 1 and 2. 
 
 K12 = m1({X1,X2})m2({X3}) + m1({X2,X3})m2({X1}) + m1({X4})m2({X1}) + ...  
 
    m1({X4})m2({X2,X3}) + m1({X4})m2({X3}) = 0.215 
 
 (ii) Compute the combined evidence values. 
 

 m12(X1,X2) = 
m m m m

K
1 2 1 2({X1,X2}) ({X1,X2, X4}) ({X1,X2}) (X)+

−1 12

 = 0.178 

 
 Similarly the following values are found: 
 
 m12({X2,X3}) = 0.185 
 m12({X4}) =  0.045 
 m12({X1}) = 0.229 
 m12({X3}) = 0.096 
 m12(X) =  0.038 
 m12({X1,X2,X4}) =  0.051 

 

 Note that while there are no tests done on X2 alone, Dempster's rule of combination 

assigns evidence on X2 based on resolving conflicts between tests 1 and 2.  Thus, the 

following is also found: 
 
 m12({X2}) = 0.178 
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 A good check on these calculations is to ensure that the summation of the 

observations in the new body of evidence equals one.  The next step is to use Dempster 

combination to combine the new body of evidence with the evidence from the third and final 

test.  

 (iii) Again, compute K for the combination of the tests. 
 
 K123 = m12({X1,X2})m3({X4}) + m12({X2,X3})m3({X4}) + m12({X4})⋅ ...  
  (m3({X1,X2,X3}) +  m3({X1,X3)}) + m12({X1})m3({X4}) + ... 
  m12({X3})m3({X4}) + m12({X2})(m3({X4}) +  m3({X1,X3)})  =  0.2358 
 
 (iv) Now compute the evidence values for the combination of the tests. 
 
 m123({X1,X2}) = ...  
 
m m m m m m

K
12 3 12 3 12 3({X1, X2}) ({X4}) ({X1, X2}) ({X1, X2, X3}) ({X1, X2, X4}) ({X1,X2,X3})

1-

+ +

123

 

 
   =0.167 
  
 Similarly the following values are found: 
 
 m123({X2,X3}) = 0.145 
 m123({X4}) = 0.047 
 m123({X1}) = 0.299 
 m123({X1,X2,X4}) = 0.0133 
 m123({X3}) = 0.149 
 m123(X) = 0.01 
 m123({X2}) = 0.14 

 Combination with the third test also results in evidence distributed among several 

other sets:  
 
 m123({X1,X2,X3}) =  0.02 
 m123(X1,X3) = 0.01 
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 The above calculations have merely followed the rules of combination. It is useful to 

view these results from the other perspective. If one desires evidence of a particular 

condition, a test can be designed that will clarify the evidence. For example, a DGA test that 

distinguishes between two possible faults by looking at gas ratios could be combined with a 

test that looked at total gas concentrations.  The DGA test would reveal the particular fault 

type but that would need to be backed up by a test indicating the presence of a fault.    
 
 
Example 4.3:  Calculation of fuzzy measures for combined evidence 
 

 In order to compare the combined test with the other tests, the resulting belief and 

plausibility measures are computed.  In the following, evidence values are for the basic 

assignment m123. A few of the required computations are shown. The entire set of values is 

presented in Table 4.2. 

 
Belief values: 
 
 Bel({X1}) = m({X1}) = 0.299 
 Bel({X2}) = m({X2}) = 0.14 
 Bel({X3}) = m({X3}) = 0.149 
 Bel({X4}) = m({X4}) = 0.047 
 Bel({X1,X2}) = m({X1}) + m({X2}) + m({X1,X2}) =  0.606 
 Bel({X2,X3}) = m({X2}) + m({X3}) + m({X2,X3}) =  0.434 
 ... 
 
Plausibility values: 
 
 Pl({X1}) = m({X1,X2}) + m({X1}) + m({X2}) + m({X1,X2,X4}) + ...  
  m({X1,X2,X3}) + m({X1,X2}) + m(X) = 0.519 
 Pl({X2}) = m({X1,X2}) + m({X2,X3}) + m({X1,X2,X4}) + m(X) + ... 
  m({X2}) + m({X1,X2,X3}) = 0.4953 
 Pl({X3}) = m({X2,X3})+m({X3})+m(X)+m({X1,X2,X3})+m({X1,X3}) = 0.334 
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(a) Test 1 

 
Set evidence(m) Belief Plausibility 
X1,X2 0.4 0.4 0.9 
X2,X3 0.3 0.3 0.9 
X4 0.1 0.1 0.3 
X 0.2 1.0 1.0 

 
(b) Test 2 

 
Set evidence(m) Belief Plausibility 
X1 0.3 0.3 0.65 
X2,X3 0.2 0.35 0.7 
X1,X2,X4 0.2 0.5 0.85 
X 0.15 1.0 1.0 
X3 0.15 0.15 0.5 

 
(c) Test 3 

 
Set evidence(m) Belief Plausibility 
X1,X2,X3 0.4 0.6 0.8 
X1,X3 0.2 0.2 0.8 
X4 0.2 0.2 0.4 
X 0.2 1.0 1.0 

 
(d) Combined Tests 

 
Set evidence(m) Belief Plausibility 
X1,X2 0.167 0.606 0.8043 
X2,X3 0.145 0.434 0.6543 
X4 0.047 0.047 0.0703 
X1 0.299 0.299 0.5193 
X1,X2,X4 0.0133 0.6663 0.851 
X3 0.149 0.149 0.334 
X 0.01 1.0 1.0 
X2 0.14 0.14 0.4953 
X1,X2,X3 0.02 0.93 0.953 
X1,X3 0.01 0.458 0.8133 

 
Table 4.2 Summary of fuzzy measure computations for combining evidence 
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Example 4.4:  Information measures: non-specificity, confusion and dissonance  

 While belief and plausibility values give a measure of the confidence of the end 

result, information measures show how well a test is structured in order to reach its 

conclusions.  In probability, erroneous data can be identified by large deviations from 

expected values.  Similar techniques do not exist for fuzzy set approaches.  On the other 

hand, information measures similar to entropy in classical communication theory can give a 

sense of the quality of data and conclusions.   

 There are three commonly used methods for measuring uncertainty as discussed in 

section 3.  One method is called non-specificity commonly represented by V(m).  Non-

specificity measures the uncertainty associated with a location of an element within an 

observation or set.  The other measures of uncertainty are dissonance, commonly 

represented by E(m), and confusion, designated by C(m).  Their difference lies in that 

dissonance is defined over conflicts in plausibility values and confusion over conflicts in 

belief values.  Both dissonance and confusion arise  when evidence supports two 

observations which are disjoint (cannot occur at the same time). For example, if one assumes 

that the transformer has only one type of fault, then evidence on different types of faults is 

conflicting and can be said to add to the "dissonance" or "confusion."  In the following, 

these information measures are applied to the transformer diagnosis example. These 

calculations illustrate the relation between uncertainty and information. 
 
 
For test 1: 
 
 V(m1) =  m1({X1,X2})log2(|{X1,X2}|) + m1({X2,X3})log2({|X2,X3|}) + ... 
  m1({X4})log2(|X4|) + m1(X)log2(|X|) ) = 1.100 
 
 E(m1) = -  m1({X1,X2})log2(Pl({X1,X2})) - m1({X2,X3})log2(Pl({X2,X3})) -  ...  
  m1({X4})log2(Pl({X4})) - m1(X)log2(Pl(X)) ) = 0.280 
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  C(m1) = - m1({X1,X2})log2(Bel({X1,X2})) -m1({X2,X3})log2(Bel({X2,X3}))- ... 
   m1({X4})log2(Bel(X4)) ) = 1.382 
 

Computations are similar for tests 1 and 2. For the combined test, it is instructive to take a 

closer look at the computation of confusion (highlighted quantities identify significant 

contributions to the confusion value): 
 
 C(m123) = - m({X1,X2})log2(Bel({X1,X2})) -m({X2,X3})log2(Bel({X2,X3})) -... 
  m({X4})log2(Bel({X4})) - m({X1})log2(Bel({X1})) - ... 
  m({X1,X2,X4})log2(Bel({X1,X2,X4})) - m({X3})log2(Bel({X3})) -... 
  m(X)log2(Bel(X)) - m({X2})log2(Bel{X2}) - ...     
  m({X1,X2,X3})log2(Bel({X1,X2,X3})) - ... 
  m({X1,X3})log2(Bel({X1,X3}))  = 1.8508 
 
 
A summary of the resulting information measures is given in Table 4.3 uncertainty values: 
 

Value Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Combined tests 

E(m) 0.280  0.487 0.458 0.989 

C(m) 1.382 1.435 1.224 1.856 

V(m) 1.100 0.817 1.234 0.395 
 

Table 4.3 Information measures for example 4.4 
 

 Note that by carefully observing the calculations term by term, it is possible to see 

the largest contributions to the information uncertainty.  For example, in computing the 

confusion of the combined test, the -m({X1})Bel({X1}) term is 0.521 which is about 33% 

of the entire measure.  Table 4.4 shows that three terms in that summation account for over 

80% of the confusion of the entire set of observations.  This illustrates the fact that in 

practice a few results of a test tend to dominate the overall uncertainty.  On the other hand, 
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note that these same three terms would not contribute to the non-specificity of the 

observation.   
 
 

Confusion Term Calculated Value Percent of Total 

m({X1,X2})log2(Bel({X1,X2})) 0.1206   7.63 

m({X2,X3})log2(Bel({X2,X3})) 0.1746 11.05 

m ({X4})log2(Bel({X4})) 0.2073 13.11 

m({X1})log2(Bel({X1})) 0.5207 32.94 

m({X1,X2,X4})log2(Bel({X1,X2,X4}) 0.0078 0.49 

m({X3})log2(Bel({X3})) 0.4093 25.89 

m({X})log2(Bel({X})) 0 0 

m({X2})log2(Bel({X2})) 0.3972 25.13 

m({X1,X2,X3})log2(Bel({X1,X2,X3})) 0.0021 0.13 

m({X1,X3})log2(Bel({X1,X3}))  0.0112 0.71 
 

Table 4.4 Contributions to confusion for combined tests 
 
  

 5. A PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION 

 

In the preceding sections, a foundation has been laid for processing uncertain diagnostic and 

monitoring information.  In this section, implementation issues are discussed. There are 

essentially two concerns: the rule structure and the inference process.  The rule structure 

must provide an intuitive representation of knowledge as well as a complete description of 

the uncertainty.  As described in the last section, the inference process requires propagation 

of uncertainties which depend on the situation.  Furthermore, the inference process cannot 
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ignore computational efficiency issues when considering larger domains.  In this section, a 

rule structure and an inference engine are proposed.  Within this structure, techniques are 

described for defining fuzzy membership functions and assigning degrees of confidence to 

relations. 

 

5.1 Rule structure and assigning values to uncertainties 

In section 2.1, requirements on the rule structure were identified. The rule structure is  more 

fully explored here, for rule Ri: 

  IF fuzzy condition Aj THEN equipment condition is Bk  

  AND this relation is necessary to degree Cm  

An example rule in DGA of power transformers is  

  IF acetylene (C2H2) concentration is high   

  THEN arcing is indicated  

  AND the presence of this gas is very important to conclude arcing 

 In this rule, the expert or knowledge engineer must determine what constitutes a 

high concentration of acetylene (a fuzzy set) and the degree of importance of this evidence 

(a fuzzy measure).  There are certainly many other forms that could be used to represent 

uncertain diagnostic knowledge; however, this structure strikes a good balance between 

representational power and complexity.  Establishing the required uncertainty values will be 

discussed next before continuing with computational aspects. 

 

Establishing membership functions - One of the primary difficulties faced in applying  fuzzy 

sets is the rational assignment of membership values.  The following approaches are 

considered here: 
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1. As the ordering of set elements, rather than absolute fuzzy values, is most important, 

design should emphasize consistency in assignment of values. This should be 

maintained within a particular fuzzy set definition as well as between fuzzy sets. For 

example, the fuzzy set "high acetylene concentration" used above should have a 

monotonically increasing membership function and strive for consistency with other 

similar fuzzy sets, e.g., "high methane concentration."  

2. Standard membership function forms can be used.  Trapezoidal and triangular forms 

are widely used in the literature.  These standard forms should have parameters 

which correspond to entities familiar to experts and they should not rely on involved 

computations.  Curve fitting algorithms can be used to define functions if data  points 

are available. 

3. Program design should ensure that the solution is not highly sensitive to the fuzzy 

values.  It is logically inconsistent to require extreme accuracy of fuzzy values when 

their purpose is to express approximations.  A design which requires high accuracy 

in measurement values should be reconsidered.  One method of avoiding such 

sensitivity is to build redundancy into the rule base. 

 

 Issue (2) above is taken up first. A standard membership function proposed by 

Dombi [18] is used in this work as given below with x a b∈[ , ]: 

µ ν
ν ν

λ λ

λ λ λ λ+

−

− −=
− −

− − + −
( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )
x

x a

x a b x

1

1

1

1 1     (19)  

where this  membership function requires the specification of four parameters: a the lower 

limit, b the upper limit, λ the transition rate and ν  the inflection point.  The subscript '+' 

indicates this is a monotonically increasing function.  Decreasing functions can be 

represented by: 
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x a b x
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and more complex functions can be constructed from these forms.  One of the principal 

advantages of this form is that logarithmic transformation allows linear regression for 

parameter estimation.  In order to describe this procedure, define the following [18]: 

y
x
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i

=
− +

+
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( )
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      (21) 
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d = −
−

( ) ln( )λ ν
ν

1
1

      (23) 

then (19) can be rewritten as: 

y z di i= +λ        (24) 

 Two points are required in order to specify λ and d.  If more than two points are 

available then linear regression techniques can be applied [19].  In summary, the procedure 

followed to establish the membership requires the expert to specify an upper and lower limit 

for each measurement condition and then specify at least two intermediary values.  Figure 1 

shows a membership function generated given the following specifications supplied by an 

engineer for the fuzzy set "high methane concentration:"  

 Range: [0, 120] ppm 
 Intermediary values: 80 ppm (relatively high, µ = 0.90) 
    50 ppm (caution level, µ = 0.50) 
    40 ppm (relatively low, µ = 0.20) 
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Figure 1.  Fuzzy set "high methane concentration" 
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Establishing fuzzy measures of rule importance - There are similar problems in determing 

values for fuzzy measures as in establishing membership functions.  Again, it is prudent to 

design a system that is not highly sensitive to fuzzy values.  Some guidance is found in the 

relationships between fuzzy measures and probability.  Recall that belief and plausibility 

measures provide upper and lower bounds on the probability.  Thus, a belief value is chosen 

as a "conservative" estimate on the probability and a plausibility value is chosen as a "liberal" 

estimate of that probability.  In the proposed rule structure, only a belief measure is specified 

for each rule.  A trial-and-error approach has been used that increases the belief values 

associated with a rule incrementally as experience is gained with the rule base and the 

reliability of a rule is established.  More sophisticated methods are discussed in section 6. 

 

5.2 Computation and propagation of uncertainties 

The initial state of knowledge of the problem is complete ignorance. That is, nothing can be 

stated about any conclusion except that it is possible.  As indicated earlier, the fuzzy 

measure representation of ignorance is all conclusions have plausibility one and belief zero.  

Application of any rule acts to decrease the plausibility of a conclusion or increase the belief 

in that conclusion.  Consider applying rule Ri to a conclusion Bk which has some initial 

plausibility Pl Bk( ), the resulting plausibility is given by: 

Pl B f Pl B Pl Rk k i
* ( ) ( ( ), ( ))=      (25) 

where intuitively the function f  must satisfy properties similar to set intersection. For 

example, the resulting plausibility must be less than the initial plausibility.  A more 

theoretical discussion can be found in [14].  Then, (25) can be written as:  

Pl B Pl B Pl Rk k i
* ( ) ( ) ( )= ∩      (26) 

The plausibility of the rule is determined by the degree to which a rule condition is satisfied 

and the importance of the rule.  To begin, the fuzzy set condition must be related to a fuzzy 
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measure. Consider a sequence of α-cuts  (equation (6)) on a fuzzy set A so that a sequence 

of embedded sets is generated:  

A A A
nα α α1 2

⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ...         

with 

α α α1 2≥ ≥ ≥ ...  n       

then from the fuzzy measure axioms the following must hold: 

Bel A Bel A Bel A
n

( ) ( ) ( )α α α1 2
≤ ≤ ≤ ...        

and then a consistent association between belief values and α-cuts can be given in general 

as: 

Bel A( )α α= −1      (27) 

or 

Pl A( )α α=       (28) 

 Now there is sufficient background to state the plausibility of some conclusion based 

on a given rule as: 

Pl R Pl A Ci mi
( ) ( )= ∪α      (29) 

where Pl A
i

( )α  is taken to be the degree to which the rule condition is satisfied and Cm  is the 

necessity or importance of the rule being satisfied. The importance is complemented since an 

unimportant rule has less impact on the plausibility of a conclusion.  Finally, combining (25) 

and (29) yields: 

Pl B Pl B Pl A Ck k mi

* ( ) ( ) ( ( ) )= ∩ ∪α     (30) 

 The above formulation allows uncertainties to be calculated independently, yet it 

does not guarantee consistency among rules if the rule conclusions Bk are related.  

Practically, there must be a method of ensuring consistency and resolving conflicts when 

they do arise.  Specifically, the following constraints must be enforced: 
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C1: Pl B B Pl B Pl Bi j i j( ) min( ( ), ( ))∩ ≤    

C2: Bel B B Bel B Bel Bi j i j( ) min( ( ), ( ))∩ ≤  

C3: Pl B B Pl B Pl Bi j i j( ) max( ( ), ( ))∪ ≥    

C4: Bel B B Bel B Bel Bi j i j( ) max( ( ), ( ))∪ ≥      

C5: Bel A Pl A( ) ( )≤  

 For example, consider the transformer diagnostic problem.  If one assumes only a 

single type of fault, then the transformer cannot have both an electrical and thermal fault; 

however, in most cases, the rules will indicate some evidence for both types of faults.  There 

are several ways to manage such conflicts: (1) maximum assignment of conflicting evidence 

to unknown (2) minimum assignment of conflicting evidence to unknown or (3) Dempster's 

rule of combination.  The following example highlights the first two approaches:  

 

Example 5.2.1 - Assignment of evidence 

This example explores two ways in which evidence can be reassigned to manage conflict 

between rules. Consider the transformer problem again which has been implemented with 

only two rules, three possible conclusions (thermal fault, electrical fault or not faulted) and 

these conclusions are mutually exclusive. The evidence given is: 

  Rule 1 concludes Pl(Thermal) = 0.6 

  Rule 2 concludes Pl(Electrical) = 0.5 

 Approach 1 Unknown evidence maximized. Evidence of 0.5 is assigned to unknown 

so that the resulting basic assignment is: 

  m(Thermal) = 0.1  
  m(Electrical) = 0 
   m(Not faulted) = 0 
  m(Unknown)=0.5 

and fuzzy measures are: 
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  Pl(Thermal)=0.6 
  Pl(Electrical)=0.5 
  Pl(Not faulted)=0.5 

  Bel(Thermal)=0.1 
  Bel(Electrical)=0.0 
  Bel(Not faulted)=0.0 

 Approach 2 Unknown evidence minimized.  Evidence of 0.1 is assigned to unknown 

so that the resulting basic assignment is: 

  m(Thermal)=0.5 
  m(Electrical)=0.4 
  m(Not faulted)=0 
  m(Unknown)=0.1 

and fuzzy measures are: 

  Pl(Thermal)=0.6 
  Pl(Electrical)=0.5 
  Pl(Not faulted)=0.1 

  Bel(Thermal)=0.5 
  Bel(Electrical)=0.4 
  Bel(Not faulted)=0.0 

 

 By minimizing the evidence assigned to the unknown,  there is more clarity in the 

conclusions. The difference between the belief and plausibility values is smaller and there is a 

clearer distinction between the faulted and not faulted.  In this work, evidence assigned to 

unknown is minimized within a particular diagnostic method. Between diagnostic methods 

(e.g., DGA and acoustic measurements) the Dempster rule of combination is applied. This 

approach assumes that different diagnostic methods present independent sources of 

information while within a particular method the rules are closely related and evidence 

assignments must be as consistent as possible.  

 

5.3 Considerations of efficiency 
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One of the principal objections to the evidence methods presented here is computational 

complexity.  If there are n possible conclusions, then a naive implementation of these 

methods must operate on 2n sets.  There are two methods used to reduce these 

computations. 

1. Most of the 2n  sets are not physically interesting.  A number of conclusions will be 

mutually exclusive, for example, one need not be concerned with the possibility that 

a transformer is both operating normally and experiencing arcing faults.  The 

interesting sets can be represented as a fault tree as in [9] or simply delineated for a 

particular problem. 

2. For an informative test, one does not expect evidence for a large number of 

possibilities.  Only non-zero evidence values and the corresponding sets contribute to 

the uncertainty calculations.  Thus, only non-zero values are stored for problems 

with a large number of possible conclusions. 

 

 An expert system shell has been implemented in C++ on an IBM-PC using object-

oriented programming techniques.  For the transformer problem, computational time has not 

been a problem.  In fact, the time require to analyse a particular case is less than the time 

required to access the all relevant data from the data base.   

 

 

 

6. EVALUATION, LEARNING AND INFORMATION MEASURES 

 

Performance evaluation and subsequent performance improvement are on-going research 

topics in expert system development [20].  The eventual goal of such research is to develop 
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automated systems which can be said to learn.  Unfortunately, traditional expert system 

approaches do not lend themselves easily to learning.  In contrast, artificial neural nets 

(ANNs) incorporate very powerful methods of learning from data.  In the diagnostic 

problem, the ANN approach faces one major difficulty: the acquisition of interesting data.  

For example, the work in [9] observed around 20 transformer faults in over 2000 gas 

samples.  Such a sparsity of fault cases complicates learning from data.  Still, there have 

been reports of some limited success [11,21].  In this section, these problems are discussed 

first in terms of evaluating performance and second in terms of improvements.  

 

6.1 Performance evaluation and tuning 

The difficulty of assessing expert system performance arises from the complexity of the 

problem domain and the lack of any clear optimal solution. One approach is to evaluate the 

consistency of the rules independently of data. In [22], this approach was used to identify 

conflicts and redundancies in the knowledge.  By itself, such an approach is not adequate for 

systems with uncertainty where the consistency of rule relations varies greatly with data.  In 

[10], an approach was taken to tuning the knowledge base by analyzing interesting cases and 

evaluating performance based on the correct classification of the fault and an analysis of the 

information content in the solution. The following steps were performed on the transformer 

diagnostic system: 

1. A set of 20 interesting case studies was chosen.  These cases were selected based on 

the difficulty of classification. A transformer condition was deemed difficult to 

classify either because measurements were close to threshold levels or because the 

measurements gave conflicting evidence.   

2. A prototype knowledge base with no tuning of parameters was applied to these case 

studies.  
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3. The fuzzy membership functions were redefined based on the process in section 5.  

The importance of each rule was determined by a trial and error adjustment of the 

confidence in each rule.  Confidence values were adjusted until correct classification 

of all cases was obtained.  

4. Information measures for the systems in step (2) and (3) were computed.   

 

The results of this study are shown in Table 6.1.  The tuning significantly improved the 

correct classification of the results with some minor improvement in the information 

measures. From observing the effects of tuning, the following general conclusions can be 

made: 

• Tuning using the fuzzy set techniques does allow for improvement in the 

classification of faults.  This in part justifies the use of an uncertainty model as strict 

logic would not have been able to seperate the normal and faulted cases based only 

on acceptable ranges for measurements. 

• In general, the information measures are affected by tuning of the parameters.  

Although improvement for the selected cases was not great, a measurement of the 

improvement in the clarity of the rule base for these cases was obtained. The small 

improvement is partly due to the fact that difficult case studies were chosen.  The 

information measures may provide more useful information for typical cases.  This 

was validated by a further experiment which showed that on average, information 

measures improved for more typical data which included easy to classify cases [10]. 

  

 

 Cases classified 

as faulted 

Cases classified 

as unfaulted 

Avg. Confusion 

% of max. 

Avg. Vagueness 

% of max. 
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Actual  6 14 -- -- 

Untuned system 15  5 35.9% 12.0% 

Tuned system   6 14 40.7% 16.2% 

Table 6.1 Case study for performance improvement 

 

6.2 ANN approaches 

ANNs can be trained to represented arbritrary non-linear mappings.  The principal benefit of 

ANNs over expert systems is providing a systematic approach to learning.  On the other 

hand, the  principal drawback of ANNs is that they implement their knowledge in terms of 

the weights and connections in a network with no explicit method to incorporate a priori 

knowledge.  A straightforward  ANN approach to diagnostics would implement the 

relationship between measurements and equipment condition as a non-linear mapping. That 

is, the measurements would be inputs and the various equipment states would be outputs.  

The input-output relationship would be found by "training" the network on a set of data for 

which the conclusions are known.   

 Over the years, a utility or testing firm will develop a large data base of equipment 

tests. This data can provide a convenient test bed for analyzing an expert system approach. 

It is tempting then to develop learning based methods to utilize this data. Often, this data has 

not been carefully analyzed and it is quite difficult to interpret. Note that most power system 

equipment is highly reliable; therefore, there are relatively few field failures of equipment. 

The development of a diagnostic technique is based not only field experience but also 

theoretical approaches and laboratory data.  For example, knowledge of temperature and 

gas solubility relations is the foundation for DGA.  Such information is difficult to 

incorporate into the neural net.  Three methods of combining ANNs and fuzzy methods are 

discussed here: 
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1. ANN can implement fuzzy membership functions.  As the ANN can represent 

arbritary functions, it can obviously be trained to model membership functions.  This 

is a common approach in control applications where extensive data can be generated 

by simulation.  In diagnostics, this would require even a greater amount of data than 

simply modeling the overall input-output relationship.  Thus, this approach appears 

of little use in this work. 

2. ANN can process outputs of the fuzzy rules. In this approach, each fuzzy relation is 

represented as an input to the neural net. This ensures that some preprocessing of the 

data is performed.  The underlying assumption is that such a formulation will require 

less training.  Experiments in [11] showed that this is still a difficult task for the 

ANN owing to severely limited failure data.  In that work, the ANN was unable to 

approach the performance of the fuzzy set methods. 

3. The developed fuzzy expert system is used to generate input data for the ANN.  In 

this approach,  one can view the ANN as a method of implementation for the expert 

system.  The ANN is trained to match the expert system performance.  As 

experience with a technique is gained,  the ANN can be trained on new data and 

presumably improve on the expert system performance.  This approach appears to 

show promise in that it requires the least amount of failure data for training. 

.  

 
 

7. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

 

7.1 Summary of developed techniques 
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This chapter has explored a number of methods for incorporating uncertainty into  expert 

systems for power systems equipment diagnosis and condition monitoring.  The application 

of these techniques is summarized below: 

 

1. Uncertainty in acceptable ranges for measurements is modeled by fuzzy sets. 

2. A systematic approach for establishing membership functions is described. 

3. The importance of a relation between a measurement or observation and equipment 

condition is modeled by a fuzzy measure. 

4. Uncertainties are initially propagated by the application of individual rules without 

global information. 

5. After application of all rules within a particular diagnostic method, evidence is 

distributed to minimize uncertainty assigned to the unknown such that the evidence 

assignment is consistent with the fuzzy measure axioms.  This is a global 

computation.  

6. The Dempster rule-of-combination is used to combine different diagnostic 

measurements based on the assumption that each methods gathers independent 

information. Again, this is a global computation. 

7. Information measures are proposed for evaluating the consistency of conclusions in a 

rule-base with uncertainty.  It was shown that these measures can be used to 

determine appropriate tests to clarify analysis when there is conflicting information. 

8. Information measures can be used to assess the performance of an expert system 

implemented using the proposed techniques.  The system which provides the most 

consistent and  specific conclusions performs best.  This can be extended to provide 

a means of tuning fuzzy parameters in order to improve performance.  
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